
Designing The Workshop



Why Workshops?
They are adaptable

The perception is they are more user-
friendly, unlike a course or program

But it more than that

There is a change coming

We need to be able to be more real 
with people

Something many of us are afraid to do



Benefits 
Give you opportunity to reach out to 
your list

Increases your reputation as an expert

Allows you to connect directly with 
your audience

They get to know you better (as 
opposed to blog or discovery call)

You get a better feel for who they are 
and their concerns



Less pressure for content

Creates more material for you to write 
about, add to program or protocols

Pulls people away from the noise

Attendees want real connection

They’re tired of being sold

But  the “noise” is getting worse

You have to do something different



3 Key Elements

Experiential and 
interactive

Solve at least one 
problem

Must walk away with 
something to do

Whether it’s offline 
or online



Experiential
People love to be doing

They learn better with action

Plan exercises that allow them to 
discover something they need to know

Or a tool they can use going forward

The opportunity to ask questions is 
important so plan the right amount of 
time



Problem-Solving
They should at least solve one problem 
as result of taking the workshop

They learn something that explains 
their issues

They learn a potential step to resolve 
an issue

Or a product they can by

One thing that gives them some clarity



Take Home

The best workshops give people things 
to do at home

A challenge

New recipes

An action plan

An idea they can investigate

Products that they can try



This helps them continue to engage 
with you

And you want to make sure there is an 
easy path to reach you – Facebook 
group., email, follow-up webinar

These 3 elements are what allows you 
to connect and build the relationship

Increase attendee enjoyment



Planning Tips
A workshop should earn money for 
you

All workshops should provide materials 
for the clients – something tangible

This is value that makes it easier for 
people to make the decision to come

For offline – the venue should be as 
inexpensive as possible

Food should always be offered

Online live could include a demo



Having material that they can use at 
home allows you to charge more

Continuing the conversation –
Facebook groups, webinar, sending 
more info via email allows you to 
charge more 

Create the feeling they are part of 
something – not a just few hours



Be Practical
Payment always upfront to hold the 
space

Find the people who have access to 
you target audience

If you don’t have a target audience –
try to make sure it fits a large number 
of people

It takes a big nest to catch a few fish



Planning and 
Timing



Planning

Pick a topic

Make a list of the various components  that you feel comfortable 
talking about

ie: demoing a recipe, doing a meditation exercise, doing a quiz, 
presenting information, putting them in groups for some type of 
exercise

Make a list of the topics of information you want to present ie foods, 
supplements, research info, the benefits of what you’re suggesting

Now look at the two lists



Exercise

Make a list right 
now.

What’s the topic

What do you want 
to cover 



Planning

What on the two lists are things the client wants to know or see or do?

How and what you decide to do should be based on what they want to 
know and not what you want them to know

This is more of a marketing thing

Presenting what the workshop covers in their terms gets attendees

Make it easier for you to create info and materials that succeed

Your final list should be divided into two categories – things you must 
cover and things that would be nice to cover – for timing purposes



Timing

On average 25-30 slides takes about 45 minutes to present – 15 
minutes for questions

For a three hour workshop – that’s one hour 

Doing a food demo – time yourself doing it

If it take 5 minutes (smoothie) allow 15 because you be talking as you 
go explaining what you’re adding 

A smoothie demo could take 30 minutes depending on the topic of the 
workshop and what you have to say what you adding

Maybe make it interactive by giving them choices for what you add



Timing

For each activity – do the activity yourself to time it ie do the quiz, do 
the meditation etc. then add 10 minutes extra time for anything that is 
20-30 minutes in length

5 minutes for anything that 5 -10 minutes

Once all your information and activities – add up the ones from the list 
that are what you must cover

If that comes to 3 hours  (with a 15 minute break) you’re good to go

If you didn’t need the extra added time – then the extra “nice to know 
things” can fil in the rest of the time



Most Important

You want a relaxed 
experience for clients

Informal

Easy to do for you

Easy to experience for 
client

Think smaller concepts

Have fun


